FILMING THE FLIGHT
the hazardous nature of the expedition's objective it was by
no means certain that the pilots and observers who were to be
our "stars" would still be available!
So it was decided that, if it were humanly possible to trans-
port and maintain on location the diverse and delicate equip-
ment of sound-film production "Wings over Everest" should
be a talkie.
Enquiries through the India Office as to the state of the
roads round Pumea and other scenes of operation, and the
climatic conditions, warranted the attempt. We could now get
down to detail.
The immediate necessity was selection of the production
unit. Seven was the smallest number that could handle talkie
production in the field. A director, three camera-men, two
sound experts, and an assistant. S. R. Bonnett was an obvious
choice for one of the men to film the flight over the world's
highest mountain. He had great experience in the air, having
filmed, inter alia, Cobham's flight to the Cape. A. L. Fisher,
another camera-man, also possessed the rare qualifications
needed; on these two rested a heavy responsibility. The work
of weeks and the expenditure of thousands of pounds would
be focused on a period of perhaps twenty minutes over and
around the summit of Everest, in conditions that none could
foretell. If either of them failed to take full advantage of those
brief, hectic minutes, our film would be a "flop/* In V. Veevers
we had yet another whose experience of filming in India was
to prove invaluable in ground work and still photography.
The selection of the sound recordists also needed care. We
knew that we should be working almost always under rush
and tear conditions, beset by the difficulties inseparable from
removing the capricious microphone from the shelter of the
sound-proof studio. Accordingly we chose R. L. Read from
the staff of the Sound News, and in due course presented him
and his assistant, W, H, O. Sweeny, with a series of technical
problems guaranteed to tax even the ingenuity of a star news
reel man.
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